Room Service & Rosé
Favorite Things of 2019

Protect your peepers
Let’s start with something I CANNOT live without. This sleep
mask by Manta is a game changer. If you are sensitive to light
when it comes to sleep, then you know the struggle of sleep
masks still letting light in. Enter Manta. Not only is this sleep
mask comfortble, it is black out dark. The eye pads are moveable,
so you get a custom fit to your face. I use this every night and am
so happy with this product.
$29.00

I’m not sure about you, but I love to have options when it
comes to sunglasses when I travel. Especially if we are in
Tulum or somewhere tropical. This sunglasses case by
Quay is awesome because it safely holds 4 pairs of your
sunnies while not taking up too much space.
$35.00

While we are on the topic of glasses, I wore this pair to
death in 2019. This is the first pair of aviators I have found
that really fit me well and the color is really flattering.
Something great about these raybans is the light nude ear
pieces and gold hardware. If you need a great all around
pair of glasses, these are for you.
$168.00
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Look & smell fresh
I was given Santal 33 by Le Labo for my birthday this year and I
AM OBSESSED. This scent is everything and more. I get
compliments every single time I wear it, and what’s funny is it is
not a scent I would have ever picked out for myself based upon
smelling it in the shop. Also I love that you can customize the
bottle when you order, which makes it a thoughtful gift.
$189.00

Charlotte Tilbury was for sure my favorite makeup brand
of 2019. I love her simple yet beautiful choices for colors
and products she released. This Starry Eyes to Hypnotize
Eye Shadow Palette became a staple for me, especially for
travel. The colors are gorgeous and her shadows blend so
well. This will continue being my go-to eye look in 2020.
$75.00

The Babyfacial Mask from Drunk Elephant is one of my ride
or die skin care products. It comes at a hefty price tag, but a
bottle will last you a long time. This strong exfoliating mask
is not only non-toxic, it is so effective. I use this once a week
and enjoy the instant results you get after 15 mins. This
mask indeed leaves your skin baby soft.
$80.00
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Small but awesome changes
Keep your iced lattes cold and your hot tea hot with this
Corkcicle Tumbler. We finally have a Nespresso machine at
home, so I love taking my iced latte to go in this tumbler. It legit
keeps things cold/hot for hours. Pop a metal straw in this bad
boy and you can feel good about using less plastic and saving
money from less Starbucks trips.
$30.00

In 2019 I made an effort to switch a lot of our cleaning
products to non-toxic products. One of the switches I made
was from using dryer sheets to Wool Dryer Balls. These
work incredibly well despite me being a bit skeptic. I put a
few drops of essential oil on them as well and they will
make your clothes dry wrinkle free yet smell great.
$10.00 for six

Like I mentioned above, for my iced latte’s in my Corkcicle
tumbler, I love using a metal straw. I got these rose gold
ones in 2019. Not much to say other than its a metal straw,
they work, they are cute. Grab an 8 pack on Amazon. Done
deal.
$8.00
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Extra and i know it
Can I just say that I am personally thrilled that leopard (and
neon) are having a moment? I loveeeee these cute leopard
joggers. I love how these are fitted and feature a zipper on the
back pocket, so you can dress them up or down. Pair with a
cute jacket and makes a perfect travel outfit.
$136.00

We all know about Pink Himalyan Salt Lamps, but did you
know they come in lightbulb form as well? I actually just
replaced the bulbs in our bedside lamps with these recently
and OMG! Instant relaxation vibes. These put off the perfect
sunset warm glow but with decent brightness. And these
are such a great price!
$16.00 for a Two-Pack

Drinking enough water a day for me used to be a difficult
task. I’m a slow drinker! But having a Hydro Flask this
year with a straw lid was a game changer. I like the 32 oz
size because I know if I drink at least 2 a day, I’m doing
pretty good on hydration. I enjoy a bright color so it’s
easier to not leave places. (Plane, gym, etc.) Def get the
straw lid for max intake.
$40.00
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From airport to gym
Not gonna lie, I wear a lot of leggings. Between
working out, winter weather and travel comfort, the
Align leggings from Lululemon is my tried and true.
They come at a higher price tag, but will last for
YEARS. These are buttery soft and a must have if you
love leggings.
$98.00

These silk skrunchies by Slip are awesome. I like how
comfortable they are to wear in your hair, on your wrist and
how they don’t dent your hair if you wear it up. They are
also surprisingly secure despite being made of silk. These
would make a great stocking stuffer and def pick a set up for
yourself as well.
$39.00 for a six pack

Nothing too exciting about these Ultra Boost from Adidads
other than they are cute, super comfortable and have
become my staple airport shoe. I love how lightweight yet
supportive these are. I always wore Nike before, but I’ve
converted. These are currently marked 33% off at time of
publication!
$120.00
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Tried & true
I love books. I love reading. So switching from physical books to
an e-reader was morally tough. That being said, I LOVE IT. I’ve
been using the Glow Light 3 from Barnes & Noble, and I enjoy
that it has both warm/cool light, is water resistant (great for pool
& beach) and by buying through Barnes & Noble, it makes me
feel like I’m still supporting book stores.
$119.00

If you’re going into 2020 still without packing cubes, what
are you doing? I’ve been using packing cubes for years, but
used these from CalPak for all of 2019. Very durable, nice
looking and have been heavily used. Love this set.
$48.00

I remember years ago staying at the Malibu Beach Inn
wondering where on earth their throw blankets were from.
After investigating, I found out they were Barefoot
Dreams. Enter a love affair that will never end. Their
blankets are incredible. Also a huge fan of their robes. I
have the snow leopard print but also picked this one up on
sale for 2020.
Currently 25% off at time of publication.
$134.00 (reg $180)
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Last but not least
I got this skincare fridge from my husband last Christmas, and
it’s something I thoroughly enjoy. It’s a desktop size, so not huge,
but I like to keep masks, moisturizers and some serums in this.
Not only does it extend their shelf life, it also makes using these
prodcuts extra refreshing when they are cool.
$45.00

In 2019 I replaced my daily laptop with an iPad Pro, and I
love it. In the past, using an iPad didn’t feel enough like
using a laptop to me, but that has changed. The operating
system is pretty flawless and I love the smart keyboard
made for the iPad Pro as well. I use it daily for email,
editing photos, writing etc. There’s not much I can’t do on
this device. Great for travel because so lightweight.
Starting at $799

Thought we’d end this with a very exciting bang...My all
time favorite non toxic deodorant from Kopari. I’ve been
using this for a solid year and after many tries with non
toxic deodorants, this is the first one that has worked for me.
It does not irritate my skin, feels somewhat normal, and
smells great. Definitely pick this up for yourself and chunk it
in some stockings this year.
$14.00
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